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There are many terms and translations for the Muslim woman’s traditional dress codes.  
 
Burqa: is the spelling that I have chosen to use because it s used by my Afghani 
acquaintances.  The burqa is an all-covering item of clothing, with a mesh patch over the 
eyes to allow for vision. The ‘Blue-burqa’ became the defining image of the subjugated 
Afghani women during the Taliban regime of terror. Other translations are barqa, 
boushiya, boushiyyah, buknuk, burka, burq’ah, bushiyaand and many more. 
 
Hijab: refers to covering everything except the hands and face. Muslim women call it a 
prayer shawl, while it is mostly referred to in Australia as a head scarf, the niqab is 
different from the hijab, the niqab is the term used to refer to the piece of cloth which 
covers the face and women who wear it usually cover their hands. Hijab was the preferred 
spelling in the text of the Auburn 2006 exhibition Inside/Love Out catalogue. 
 
A term used in the text of Roger Benjamins book Orientalism Delacroix to Klee and Lynn 
Thornton’s book The Orientalists: Painters- Travellers 1828-1908, is Mashrabiyya and is 
acknowledged as an enclosed fretwork balcony. The French translation as used in Henri 
Bechard c1875 photograph is moucharabieh, while other spellings are moucharaby, 
mashrabiyyah, or mushrabiyyah.  
 
Mashrabiyy is the term I have used when referring to my art work or the decorative 
panels in the ancient Mosques and the old city of Cairo. 
 























My creative work investigates the negative space, the ‘in between space’ that leads to new 
knowledge about other artists and other cultures. The fundamental and distinctive 
elements of Islamic pattern in my paintings in the exhibition Dialogue in Diversity are 
based on my own experience of misinformation as well as rewarding collaboration within 
a culturally blended family. 
 
This research explores the continuity of the arabesque and polygon. I experiment with the 
hexagon and its geometric shapes, with its many repeat patterns and the interrelatedness 
of the negative space, or the void indicative of the space between layers of past and 
present civilizations that are significant fundamentals in my paintings. 
 
The thesis Transforming perceptions of Islamic culture in Australia through collaboration 
in contemporary art traces the visual history of Orientalist art, beginning with a key image 
of Arthur Streeton, Fatima Habiba, painted in 1897 and contrasts Streeton’s perception 
with that of important Islamic women artists working globally such as Emily Jacir who 
participated in the Zones of Contact 2006 Biennale of Sydney. 
 
A core element of my research is working with emerging artists from Islamic backgrounds 
in Western Sydney. The February 2007 exhibition Transforming Perceptions Via . . . at 
the University of Wollongong brought together artists from east and west. 
 
By adopting the Islamic pattern in my paintings, I hope to strengthen the interaction 
between the Christian and Muslim interface in Australian contemporary society. My work 
contemplates the human aspects of relationships and responsibilities within the cross 
cultural spectrum. 
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in amongst the ruins a single rose bush 
burst through the strangle hold of dust covered weeds and rubbish 
a blood red rose opened its petals 
 
                                                                                Annette Tzavaras, Afghanistan 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
